NEW GREEN FIELD SCHOOL, SAKET
New Delhi
Summer Holiday Home Work
Class- XI
Session- 2020-2021

ENGLISH
1.

Movies can prove to be the best source of entertainment as well as learning.
Watch any one of the following motivational movies and create your own album.
a. Invictus- An inspiring story of Nelson Mandela
b. Miracle- Story of Herb Brooks, the player -turned- coach

HintsInclude :
1. A beautiful cover page
2. Index ( Topic and Page Number)
3. Main character and his struggle
4. Motivational dialogues from the movie ( Minimum 5 dialogues)
5. Message learnt
6. Interesting 10 new words learnt from the movie and their synonyms.
(Note- Adhere to the given sequence of the page)
2.

“Reading is essential for those who seek to rise above the ordinary.”
– Jim Rohn
Read any one book by Khushwant Singh and write a book review in 250-300 words. Do not
forget to give the following information :
* The introductory paragraph should have the name of the book along with that of the author, the
illustrator and the publisher.
* Bio sketch of the Author
* One of the most interesting/funny/scary/exciting incidents with relevant details from the book.
*Would you recommend this book to your friend? Why/Why not?
* List down 30 vocabulary words with their meanings. ( New words)
* Suggest another title for the book.

3.

“Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takes its
origin from emotion recollected in tranquility”.
-William Wordsworth
Using the literary devices you are familiar with, compose your own poetry on any topic of your
choice in 10-12 lines.

4. Due to the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, Indians are facing a lot of challenges but nothing much is
being done for the poor migrants who are punished brutally by the virus. Their everyday struggles
are not unknown for any of us. As a concerned citizen, write a letter to the Editor of your
national daily in not more that 100-120 words suggesting the concerned authorities some ideas to
help the needy in this hour of need. You are Mihir/Mahira.
5. There has been a significant increase in cybercrime against women, especially sextortion, during
the COVID-19-induced lockdown with "caged criminals" targeting them online. Latest
developments on social media has proven this right, for instance the locker room incident. Write
an article in not more than 120-150 words expressing your opinions on how we can maintain a
safer social life.
OR
Due to the pandemic situation across the world, economy is seriously affecting. India is a
developing nation and such an economical hit will take us far behind from development. As a
concerned citizen, write an article in not more that 120-150 words justifying your opinions on the
PM suggested idea of flourishing the Indian based business and making local vocal.

NOTE : All work to be done neatly on A4 size sheets and compiled in a file.
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1. Write an article 'How knowledge of science is helpful in
building/ developing a nation'.
2. What is " Scientific method"?How can you implement it in your learning?
3. What is a graph? Give 5 examples where this has been used by you.
Write in details.
4. Write about 6 scientist, how their invention/discovery impressed you?
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What is electronegativity? Explain its trend in group and
period of periodic table.
Write the differences between electronegativity and electron
gain energy.
Write down the description of the experiment conducted by
Rutherford for model of an atom? Also mention the
conclusions drawn from the experiment.
What were the drawbacks of Rutherford’s model of an atom?
What is atomic radius? Explain its trend down the group and
across the period in periodic table.
Draw the Lewis Dot structures for the following molecules
 Hydrochloric acid
 Ammonia
 Ethene
 Methanoic acid
 H2O
What is ionic bonding and how is it different from covalent
bonding?
What were the postulates of Bohr’s model of an atom?
What were the drawbacks of Mendeleev’s periodic table?
How were they overcome by Modern periodic table?
What do you understand by metallic character and nonmetallic character of elements?

Class XI
Holiday homework
BIOLOGY
•

Read these passages from the text and answer the questions that
follow.

Two Types of Cells: There is another basic cell structure that is present in many but not all
living cells: the nucleus. The nucleus of a cell is a structure in the cytoplasm that is surrounded
by a membrane (the nuclear membrane) and contains DNA. Based on whether they have a
nucleus, there are two basic types of cells: prokaryotic cells and eukaryotic cells.
Prokaryotic Cells: Prokaryotic cells are cells without a nucleus. The DNA in prokaryotic cells is
in the cytoplasm rather than enclosed within a nuclear membrane. Prokaryotic cells are found in
single-celled organisms, such as bacteria. Organisms with prokaryotic cells are called
prokaryotes. They were the first type of organisms to evolve and are still the most common
organisms today.
Eukaryotic Cells: Eukaryotic cells are cells that contain a nucleus. Eukaryotic cells are usually
larger than prokaryotic cells, and they are found mainly in multicellular organisms. Organisms
with eukaryotic cells are called eukaryotes, and they range from fungi to people. Eukaryotic cells
also contain other organelles besides the nucleus. An organelle is a structure within the
cytoplasm that performs a specific job in the cell. Organelles called mitochondria, for example,
provide energy to the cell, and organelles called vacuoles store substances in the cell. Organelles
allow eukaryotic cells to carry out more functions than prokaryotic cells can.
Viruses: Prokaryotes or Eukaryotes? Viruses are tiny particles that may cause disease. Human
diseases caused by viruses include the common cold and flu. Do you think viruses are
prokaryotes or eukaryotes? The answer may surprise you. Viruses are not cells at all, so they are
neither prokaryotes nor eukaryotes. Viruses contain DNA but not much else. They lack the other
parts shared by all cells, including a plasma membrane, cytoplasm, and ribosomes. Therefore,
viruses are not cells, but are they alive? All living things not only have cells; they are also
capable of reproduction. Viruses cannot reproduce by themselves. Instead, they infect living
hosts, and use the hosts’ cells to make copies of their own DNA. For these reasons, most
scientists do not consider viruses to be living things.

Questions
1. What is one main difference between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells?
2. Give an example of a prokaryotic organism.
3. What is an organelle? Give three examples.
4. Describe the nucleus. What can be found inside the nucleus?

5. Are viruses alive? Discuss why or why not.
II. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate term.
1. All organisms are made up of one or more

.

2. All cells have certain parts in common, including a plasma membrane,
, and DNA.
3. Proteins are made on the
4. A
5.

.

is a typical prokaryotic cell.
cells are usually larger than

6. Leeuwenhoek discovered
7.

contain DNA, but do not contain cytoplasm or ribosomes.
.

is the genetic instructions that cells need to make proteins.

10. The plasma membrane is a bilayer of
11. A cell’s shape is generally related to the cell’s
12.

cells.

by looking at the plaque from his own teeth.

8. In an eukaryotic cell, DNA is found in the
9.

,

that surrounds a cell.
.

are cells without a nucleus.

III. Match the vocabulary word with the proper definition.
Definitions
1. organism that has cells containing a nucleus and other organelles
2. an organelle inside eukaryotic cells where the DNA is located
3. cell without a nucleus
4. a structure within the cytoplasm of a cell that is enclosed within a membrane and performs a
specific job
5. phospholipid bilayer that surrounds and encloses a cell
6. first person to use the word “cell”
7. tiny, non-living particles that may cause disease
8. the material inside the plasma membrane of a cell
9. cell that contains a nucleus and other organelles
10. organelle where proteins are made
11. discovered human blood cells
12. a single-celled organism that lacks a nucleus
Terms
a. Anton van Leeuwenhoek
b. cytoplasm

-

c. eukaryote
d. eukaryotic cell
e. nucleus
f. organelle
g. plasma membrane
h. prokaryote
i. prokaryotic cell
j. ribosome
k. Robert Hooke
l. virus
IV. Compare and contrast eukaryotic cells with prokaryotic cells. Include at least 5 specific
similarities and/or differences
V. Discuss passive and active transport. Describe the main differences between these two
types of transport, and provide examples of each type.

Summer Assignments
Class XI-2020-21
Mathematics ( TRIGONOMETRY)

Q1. Find the angle between the minute hand and hour hand of a clock when the time is 7.20.
Q2. Find the angle in degrees and radians the angle between the minute hand and hour hand of a clock at half past three.
Q3.Find the angle in degrees through which a pendulum swings if its length is 50cm and the tip describes an arc of length 16cm.
Q4. A horse is tethered to a stake by a rope 30m long. If the horse moves along the circumference of a circle always keeping the


rope tight, find the distance travelled by the horse when the rope has traced out an angle of 105 .
Q5. Find the distance from the eye at which a coin must be placed so as to hide the full disc of the moon. The diameter of coin
'

being 2cm and diameter of moon makes an angle of 31 at the eyes of the observer.
Q6. A train is travelling at the rate of 20kmph on a circular curve of half a km radius. Through what angle has it turned in 10
seconds?
Q7 Find the max. and min. value of

a) cos  3 sin
b) 3cos   4sin  5



Q8. If tan

 sec  m , find sin

Q9. If tan

sec  2

1 sin
,find the value of  cos 
3



2

Prove the following: (Q14-25)
2

x
x

Q10. 1 sin x  sin  cos 
2
2 


 1  tan x
Q11. .Prove that:tan   x  
4
 1 tan x
  x 
 cot   
1 cos x  1 cos x
 4 2 
1
0
0
0
0
Q13. sin10 .sin 30 sin 50 sin 70 
16
3
0
0
0
0
Q14. sin 20 .sin 40 sin 60 sin 80 
16
1
Q15. cos 20 0.cos 40 0.cos 60 0.cos 80 0
16
Q12.

1 cos x  1 cos x
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Q16. sin 20
2

Q17. cos
Q18. cos

4


0

3
8

.sin 400.sin 800 

A  cos



4



8

2

 cos 

0

 A 120   cos
3


8

 cos

4

5


8

2

0

 cos

2

Q19.

3

 A 120  2
2

cos x  cos y   sin x  sin y 

4

7
8



3

2
2x y
 4 sin
2

x  sin 5x  sin 9x sin15 x  4sin 3 x.sin 5 x.sin 7 x
sin     1 m




Q21. If

, Prove tan   . tan      m
cos    1  m
4

4

5
1

, show that    
Q22. If tan   , tan  
6
11
4
sin      cos   
Q20. sin

Q23. Prove that

sin      cos   

is independent of 



Find the general solution: (Q24-30)
Q24. tan

x sin x  1 tan x.sin x

sin x  sin 2x  sin 3x  sin 4x  0
Q25.
Q26.

sin x  3 cos x  2

Q27.

sin x  3 cos x  1

Q28. 2sin

x  3 cos x  1sin x

7
sin4 x  cos4 x  sin x.cos x
Q29.
2
Q30. tanx+tan2x+tan3x=0

Q31. Show that Sin = x+

1
x

is impossible if x is real.

Q32. Assuming the distance of Earth from the moon to be 38,400 km and the angle subtended by
the moon at the eye of a person on earth to be 31', find the diameter of the moon.
3
Q33. If tan +sec= , find sin θ, tanθ and sec .
2
Q34. If x = secθ-tanθ; y = cosecθ+cotθ, prove that xy+1= y-x
Q35. Prove that:

sin θ
cos 3θ



sin 3
cos 9



sin 9

1
 (tan 27  tan )
cos 27 2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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NEW GREEN FIELD SCHOOL , SAKET
HOLIDAY HOME WORK (2020-21)
CLASS - XI
SUBJECT-ECONOMICS
Instructions : Class XI , economics students are requested to revise statistics portion of
maths of class X i.e. mean , median , mode , graphical presentation , ogive , pie chart ,
bar graph ,histogram , frequency polygon (with & without histogram )
Q1) The frequency distribution of marks obtained by 225 students of a college is given below:
Marks

0-10

10-20

20-30

30-40

40-50

No. of students

30

45

55

60

35

Draw a histogram for the distribution.
Q2) .Draw a ‘less than’ ogive and ‘more than’ ogive curves for the following frequency
distribution:
Marks

0-10

10-20

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

3

4

8

10

3

2

No. of Students

Q3) Thefollowing table gives data on literacy rate in India. Present the information in the form of
a simple (vertical) bar diagram.
Literacy Rate in India (1950-2001)
Year

1951

1961

1971

1981

1991

2001

Literacy Rate (in Percent)

18

28

34

43

55

64

Source: Census of India, 2001.
Q4) Represent the followingdata on faculty-wise distribution of students of a college for 3
different years by multiple bar diagram.
Years

Arts

Commerce

Science

2005

540

325

250

2006

650

410

275

2007

730

520

350

Q5) Draw a pie diagram to represent the following data of expenditure of an average working
class family.
Items of Expenditure
% of Total Expenditure

Food
60

Clothing

Housing

15

Fuel and Lightning

Miscellaneous

12

3

10

Q6) The marks obtained by 10 students in a subject are:
Students: A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Marks:

85

60

50

75

55

40

55

70

45

65

Calculate arithmetic mean by direct method.
Q7) The following table gives the marks in English secured by 30 students of a class in their
weekly test:
Marks

0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-25

No. of students

2

8

6

10

4

Calculate the average marks of students by the direct method.
Q8) Find the median for the following data:
X
0-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50

F
3
4
2
7
9

Q9) Find out the mode of the following marks obtained by 15 students in a class.
Marks :
4 6 5 7 9 8 10 4 7 6 5 8 7 7 9
Q10)Draw a frequency polygon of the following distribution of students obtaining marks in an
examination.(with histogram )
Marks

No. of Students (f)

10-20-

5

20-30

12

30-40

15

40-50

22

50-60

14

60-70

4

Q11) How COVID-19 will impact our Indian Economy .Also mention some steps taken by the
government to improve the pandemic situation ?

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
Computer science
Class XI
Q1 What is the basic building block of any computer?
Q2What is the role of CPU in a computer?
Q3What is the function of memory in computer?
Q4What is the role of input unit in a computer?
Q5What is the role of output unit in a computer?
Q6 Give some examples of input devices of computer?
Q7 Give some examples of output devices of computer?
Q8Write any four memory units.
Q9What are the basic components of any typical mobile system?
Q10 Write some important applications of computers.

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS - XI
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS
CONSTRUCTION OF :(i) ANGLES
(ii) TRIANGLES
(iii) QUADRILATRALS
(iv) POLYGONS

